
1944 Red Ball Express is a mini-expansion for the game 1944 
Race to the Rhine. It reduces randomness in the gameplay and 
introduces threats which the allied leaders feared: sudden bad 
weather and the launching of an Axis counter-offensive. The 
expansion includes new pursuit and Axis unit cards (all marked 
with the icon ) and new special rules similar to those of 
section 15 in the game instructions. 

E. 1944 Red Ball Express

The expansion introduces the following changes to the game rules.

GamE pREpaRation

Prior to shuffling his pursuit deck, each player removes 2 Starving 
Civilians cards (return them to the box) so that each deck has only 
1 Starving Civilians card.
Before shuffling the Axis deck, remove all cards except the following 
cards; these remaining cards will form the complete Axis deck at the start:
- 3 cards with 3 ammo symbols 
- 6 cards with 2 ammo symbols
- 6 cards with 2 ammo symbols and 1 gas symbol.
Place the 2 Axis unit cards from the expansion 1944 Red Ball Express 
near the Axis deck.
Shuffle the pursuit cards from the expansion 1944 Red Ball Express 
and place them in a face down deck near the board. Reveal the top 
3 cards, placing them in a line along the side of the board. These 
represent SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force).

SEQUEnCE oF pLaY

A player can use his commander’s action (which means turning it 
over - so its normal commander action cannot be done, including 
Monty’s bonus during Take Supply) to take one of the revealed pursuit 
cards  from the SHAEF area. Thus the player has a choice to use 
his commander’s card for its unique action, or to take a card from the 
SHAEF area. If a card is taken from SHAEF, draw the next card (if 
any) from the pursuit deck  to replace it.
Players treat their pursuit cards with the symbol  the same as other 
cards with a hand symbol. Some of them are played as an additional 
action (like a Recon card), and others are played while performing 
another action.

Engineers
Play during your Corps Movement action; when the corps 
enters a fortified area, the corps does not lose ammo. Then 
discard this card from the game.

Red Ball Express 
Play during your Transport Supplies action. Each truck 
placed during the action transports up to 6 supplies (instead 
of the usual 5). In addition, you can place one truck more 
than shown in your Truck Placement row of the Logistics 
Chart. This extra truck must still come from your player area, 
as usual. Then discard this card from the game.

Self-propelled artillery
Play when your corps is in combat. The corps spends one 
ammo fewer than the required amount shown on the Axis 
division card. Then discard this card from the game.

Armored column
Play at the start of your Corps Movement action, 
immediately after spending gas. This corps may move 4 areas 
instead of the usual 3. Then discard this card from the game.

Able subordinate
Play during your turn to turn your commander card face up. 
This counts as an additional action (like a Recon card). Then 
discard this card from the game.

Air supplies
Take 1 supply marker of your choice from the Allied Stock 
Chart and put in onto any area where you have a corps (but 
not exceeding the supply limit for that area). This counts as 
an additional action (like a Recon card). Then discard this 
card from the game.

Weather forecast
If you have this card, then you do not suffer the effects of 
rainy weather, nor the effects of the Bad weather card. 

When any player places a player marker on an area with a fortification 
symbol, then pause the game and add this expansion’s 2 Axis unit cards 
to the Axis deck. Then shuffle the Axis deck and continue the game.

Unternehmen Herbstnebel
After revealing this card (as a result of combat or a Recon or 
Air Support action), interrupt the current action to apply the 
card’s effect. All areas vulnerable to counter-attack suffer a 
counter-attack. Areas not vulnerable to counter-attack when 
the card is revealed, but which become vulnerable while 
applying the card’s effect, also suffer a counter-attack, and 
so on, in a chain reaction, until all possible vulnerable areas 
have been counter-attacked. Then remove this card from the 
game and reveal (or peek, if Recon or Air Support) the next 
card from the Axis deck to complete the interrupted action.

Bad weather
After revealing this card (as a result of combat or a Recon or 
Air Support action), interrupt the current action to apply 
the card’s effect. All players must discard 1 food from each 
of their corps cards. If a corps has no food, then it becomes 
grounded. Set the weather marker to show rain. Then remove 
this card from the game and reveal (or peek, if Recon or Air 
Support) the next card from the Axis deck to complete the 
interrupted action.

If the Axis deck is exhausted, then immediately create a new Axis deck 
from the Axis cards discarded to the box during game preparation. 

GamE End

If no automatic victory occurred, then when counting medals, players 
receive 1 medal for every 3 (not 5 as in the base game) ammo on their 
defeated Axis unit cards which do not have a medal.
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